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A Simple Analytical Model for Ballistic Impact in Composites 

1.S. Chocron Benloulo, J. Rodriguez and V. Shchez Galvez 

~ p t o .  Ciencia de Materiales, ETSZ Caminos Canales y Puertos, Universidad Polittcnica de Madrid, 
28040 Madrid, Spain 

Abst rac t .  The analytical models already developed by Smith and Roylance for impact in 
yams and impact in textiles have been used, together with a new failure criterion based on the energy that 
crosses each yarn, to build a simple analytical model of impact in textiles. This rnodel has been checked 
with Dyneema armours and predicts accurately the residual velocity of Fragment Simulating Projectiles. 
The model has been completed with a delamination equation taken from Beaumont in order to include the 
composite characteristics of delamination. The result is a very simple model which simulates accurately 
the impact of a FSP intn a composite armour with very few seconds of calculation in a personal 
computer. 

RCsum6. Les modhles analytiques dCvelopp6s par Smith et Roylance concernant I'impact de 
projectiles sur des fils et des tissus ont servi de base pour crier un modkle analytique simple avec un 
critkre de fracture nouveau. Ce modkle a 616 contrast6 avec des r6sultats experimentaux et compl6tt avec 
un modble de dilamination d i j i  utilis6 par Beaumont dans sa thkse doctorale. Le rtsultat final est un 
modkle analytique trks simple capable de simuler I'impact sur un mat6riau composite en quelques 
secondes de calcul avec une bonne pricision. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of reinforced materials in engineering applications has shown a rapid growth in 
the last few years. A lot of metallic components have been moved and replaced by 
composite elements. To see the advantages in using composite materials, a comparison 
between their properties and those of more traditional materials should be done in terms 
of specific values (per unit of weight). The design of protections against impact loads is 
not an exception to this tendency. Fabrics and composite materials are the main 
component of bullet proof vests or the add-on plate of lightweight armours. The loading 
process in these applications implies very high rates of strain (around 105-106 s-l). 

Three different approaches can be followed to face the design of composite 
protections against ballistic impacts: empirical, numerical or analytical. The empirical 
method involves a wide experimental program to cover the range of projectiles, velocities 
and target thicknesses. The goal is a data base which can be used to predict the result of 
problems within the range analyzed, but without capability to extend the solutions when 
the armour configuration is substantially changed. 

Numerical approach, based on finite elements or finite differences methods, needs 
to know how the composite behaves under triaxial stress states and extremely high strain 
rates. Even if the material characterization is good enough, these methods are so 
expensive in computing time that they are not suitable in most of design applications. 

Analytical modeling of impact problems in composite materials is a compromise 
solution between accuracy, cost and physical knowledge. The analytical approach rests 
on very hard hypotheses which allow to simplify the solution. A typical problem can be 
solved in seconds, providing then a useful tool to designers, at least as a first step. 

In this paper, a simple one dimensional analytical model for ballistic impact in 
composites is presented. The objective is to predict the residual velocities of projectiles 
from 0.2 to 10 grams, impacting a target at velocities from 300 m/s to 1500 mls. The 
model is based on the one applied to yarns and afterwards modeling is extended to a 
fabric and finally to a composite. An original failure criterion based on energetic 
considerations is proposed, although a damage interpretation can also be admitted. 
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2. ANALYTICAL MODEL 

The model subdivides a very complex phenomenon, like the high velocity impact in 
composites, into more simple and understandable problems. A composite is a textile 
fabric, woven or not, with some organic matrix. Thus it has been found interesting to 
face the problem in the way already presented by Beaumont [I]  or Chocron [2] in their 
Ph. D. Thesis: the ballistic impact into a yam studied by Smith [3] together with some 
hypotheses allows an analytical approach of the impact onto textile fabrics (see for 
example Roylance [4]). Assuming a brittle matrix is added to the fabric and that the 
tensile waves reflecting from the rear of the armour break the matrix during the impact it 
is possible to build a simple set of ordinary differential equations that can be solved with 
Adarns-Moulton predictor-corrector method. 

2.1 Analytical model for impact on a yarn 
The transverse impact of a projectile onto a yarn has been mathematically solved by 
Smith [3] in 1958. His results were, see Figure 1, that a yarn transversally impacted 
shows two waves traveling along it. The longitudinal one travels at the speed of sound 
and initiates the movement of the particles in the yarn towards the projectile. The 
transversal wave is slower and make the particles move in the same direction of the 
projectile. Assuming the hypotheses of point impact, constant velocity of the projectile 
and a linear elastic yarn, Smith found the following equations: 

where E is the yarn strain, c the sound speed, U the speed of the transverse wave and V 
the velocity of the projectile. 

Figure 1: Transversal and longitudinal waves in a yarn impacted by a projectile 

2.2 Analytical model for impact onto a fabric 

Roylance 141 studied the transverse impact onto a textile fabric with its discretization. He 
assumed each crossover was a lumped mass subjected to the forces of the four 
crossovers that surround it. This model was further improved by Cunniff [5] giving 
good results but, due to the calculation method, spending many computing hours of a 
workstation. Navarro [6] faced the problem from the analytical point of view, trying to 
understand the phenomenological aspects and, modeling the impact process in a 
unidirectional fabric as a one dimensional problem. Chocron [7] improved this model, 
showing that Smith's equations ( I )  and (2) are still valid when the projectile velocity is 
not constant if we apply them to the impacted point in the fabric. He also proposed a new 
failure criterion for fabrics impacted at high velocity. In the following a brief summary of 
the more important results of this model is presented. 

The equation of motion of the projectile can be written: 



where M is the mass of the projectile (assumed constant), V its velocity and F the 
force acting on &e projectile, see Figure 2 for an outline of the problem. 

Figure 2: Sketch of the impact of a projectile onto a fabric 

In order to simplify the problem some hypotheses will be assumed: the fabric 
behaviour is unidirectional even if it is woven, the strain is uniform for all layers under 
the projectile and only yarns in direct contact with the projectile contribute to its slowing 
down. Hence, the force can be explicitly written as: 

Fy = E E n S nl cos 8 (4) 

where Fy is the component of the force in the direction of motion, E the Young 
modulus of the yarns, E the strain of the fabric under the projectile, n the number of yams 
in direct contact with the projectile, S the section of the yarn and nl the number of layers 
of the fabric. Smith's model gives the strain and the angle 8 thus, it is possible to 
integrate Equation (3), the remaining problem being determining the time of failure. 

The last step is the failure criterion. Prosser [S] suggested that the energy 
absorbed by the fabric when full perforation occurs should be constant independently of 
the impact velocity. This hypothesis together with the energy equation which states that 
the energy lost by the projectile during the impact has to be equal to the energy distributed 
in the fabric (drag is not considered): 

allows the adoption of a new failure criterion where the unknown is the time of 
failure of the fabric: 

where R is a constant, called failure constant, only dependent on the 
configuration, but not on the impact velocity and tvs is the time of failure. V50 is the 
ballistic limit. 

The constant R must be obtained experimentally for one reference configuration 
(called Ro) whilst for others configurations (called configurations i) its value can be 
analytically found in the following manner: 
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2.3 Analytical model for impact onto a composite material 

Beaumont [I]  studied carefully the low velocity impact (50-500 m/s) on carbonlepoxy 
cpmposites. His model assumes that the delamination front coincides with the transversal 
wave which propagates in the composite. The percentage of volume delaminated is given 
by: 

here A is the percentage of volume delaminated, A its time derivative and L a 
characteristic length of the plate impacted. Equation (3) can be modified in order to take 
into account the energy of delamination. This has also be done by Beaumont concluding 
that the velocity of the projectile can be computed with the differential equation: 

in this equation G is the energy necessary to delaminate 1 m2 of composite. The 
equations (1)-(2) and (6)-(9) constitute a set of 6 equations with 6 unknowns (U(t), V(t), 
~ ( t ) ,  O(t), A(t), tvs) easily solvable by, for instance, the Adams-Moulton predictor- 
corrector method. 

2.4 Application to impact into Dyneema composite plates 

Dyneema is the trade mark for a polyethylene fiber fabric with very good 
properties impact properties. Both fabric and composite armours are available by DSM. 
The ballistic limit of Dyneema armours can be explicitly written (for Fragment Simulating 
Projectiles) with a very simple expression published by Van Gorp [9]: 

where 6 is the areal density of the armour in kglm2 and W the mass in grams of 
the projectile. This equation allows the calculation of the failure constant for each 
configuration with the expression (7) and then the problem of the impact can be fully 
solved. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison of analytical (solid lines) and experimental 
(circles) results for impact of different FSP projectiles into a Dyneema fabric armour 
(14.41 kglm2). The energy lost by the projectile includes the air drag during its flight 
between the velocity measurement photoelectric panels. Classified experimental results 
are only available for 7.62 mm FSP (0.3 in., 2.85 grams, 44 grain). In this case the 
armour is a fabric so the delamination energy per square meter has been set to zero. The 
experimental results are well predicted by the very simple analytical model developed 
above. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of analytical and experimental results for impact into Dyneema armour. 

Figure 4 illustrates analytical results for the impact of a 1.1 gram FSP against 
different Dyneema composite panels, now with a delamination energy of 6-1500 JIm2. 
For one of the panels (5 kg/m2) simulations with G=O J/m2 and 6-2500 Jlm2 in order to 
ascertain the influence of this parameter are also included. As it can be seen the 
importance of the matrix diminishes with the impact velocity. It is also posible to check 
that for this range of striking velocities the matrix almost does not affect the performance 
of the armour, being always pernicious. 

- V,, G=1500 J/m2 1.5 k&j 

400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 
vs ( M I S )  

Figure 4: Residual versus impact velocity for impact onto various Dyneema armours 

2.5 Discussion 

One of the outstanding characteristics of the model described is the time dependent failure 
criterion. The simple criteria based on critical values of strain or stress do not represent 
the failure process properly. According to expression (2), the maximum strain at the 
impact point appears at the initial time, but from the experimental results it is clear that the 
failure process need some time. The decrease of strain can be explained through the 
material flow from other parts of the target. Although the criterion has been introduced in 
terms of energy, the ideas above commented suggest the interpretation of a damage 
accumulation process. 

Given the hypotheses already introduced, a time dependent damage variable D(t) 
can be defined and the following equation of damage evolution is postulated: 

where o is the elastic strain energy stored per unit of volume, or explicitly: 
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Therefore D(t) can be written as: 

E is the Young modulus of the yarns. The failure criterion is based on the value of 
the variable D(t). When a critical value Dc is reached, the fabric fails and the projectile 
goes through it with its residual velocity (no drag between the fabric and the projectile is 
considered). Thus the failure criterion can be established as: 

Dc is a characteristic of the material that can be calculated in terms of the damage 
at the ballistic limit of the fabric. This damage explanation is an alternative to the energetic 
one, which states that the composite fails when an amount of energy has traversed 
through the individual yarns. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a simple phenomenological model for high velocity impact on composites 
has been developed obtaining good results when comparing with experimental or 
numerical tests. Ideas taken from Smith, Roylance and Beaumont have been gathered 
together with a new failure criterion leading to a model that can deal with impact onto 
textile or composites and also with cerarnic/composites armours. 
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